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ABSTRACT: Many emerging applications of hexagonal boron nitride (h-
BN) in graphene-based nanoelectronics require high-quality monolayers as
the ultrathin dielectric. Here, the nucleation and growth of h-BN monolayer
on Ru(0001) surface are investigated using scanning tunneling microscopy
with a view toward understanding the process of defect formation on a
strongly interacted interface. In contrast to homoelemental bonding in
graphene, the heteroelemental nature of h-BN gives rise to growth fronts
with elemental polarity. This can have consequences in the different stages
of film growth, from the nucleation of h-BN magic clusters and their
sintering to form compact triangular islands to the growth of patchwork mosaic monolayer with a high density of misfit
boundaries. The parallel alignment of triangular islands on the same terrace produces translational fault lines when growth fronts
merge, while antiparallel alignment of islands on adjacent terraces produces non-bonded fault lines between domains terminated
by like atoms. With these insights into the generation of void defects and fault lines at grain boundaries, we demonstrate a
strategy to obtain high-quality h-BN monolayer film based on step flow growth.

■ INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), the two-dimensional
isoelectronic compound of graphene, has recently received
considerable attention owing to its successful incorporation in
graphene-based hybrid nanodevices.1−4 Analogous to graphene,
diatomic B−N pairs in single-layer h-BN are packed in a
honeycomb structure with sp2-hybridized covalent bonding, but
it is differentiated by the ionicity of its bonds. The bulk h-BN
compound has excellent mechanical and thermal properties and
high chemical stability.5,6 In contrast to semimetallic graphene,
h-BN is a wide direct band gap insulator, which makes it a
promising electrically insulating substrate for graphene
electronics.1,7 Indeed, stacking graphene on h-BN flake
exfoliated from high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT)
grown crystals yields the highest mobility ever reported for
any substrate because of the atomic flatness of h-BN and
absence of charge traps on h-BN surface.1,7

For technological applications, it is crucial to minimize
structural defects and synthesize high quality h-BN films on a
large scale. To this end, chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
using BN precursors like borazine (N3B3H6)

8,9 and ammonia
borane (NH3−BH3) is a promising approach for large-scale
growth of h-BN.6 However, films produced by CVD have a
higher density of defects and are not comparable to flakes
exfoliated from HPHT crystal. The nature of defects in h-BN is
not well understood; dislocation may arise from either
topological defects or homoelemental bonding. For example,
topological defects due to nonhexagon rings are common in

graphene, and depending on the symmetry of the structure,
local Gaussian curvature can be induced in the sheet.
Understanding the nature of defects is crucial because they
determine the material properties at the macroscopic scale.10

Depending on synthesis conditions, non-equilibrium defects
can be produced that cannot be annealed once they are formed
due to its high formation energy. Fault lines in the material
allow impurities to diffuse or foreign atoms to be intercalated.
Finally, defects, if engineered in a controllable manner, can also
offer great flexibility in manipulating the electronic, magnetic,
and mechanical properties of two-dimensional materials.11−13

The growth of single-layer h-BN by CVD has been
extensively studied on various transition metals like
Ni(111),14−17 Cu(111),18 Ir(111),19 Pt(111),20−22

Rh(111),8,9,23−25 Ru(0001),26,27 and etc. A wide polytype of
h-BN superstructures had been previously grown on metal
surface, depending on the lattice matching condition and the
interaction strength between h-BN and underlying metal. The
strength of interfacial bonding is determined by the amount of
charge transfer between h-BN π states and metal d band, which
decreases if the d-shell of metal atoms is full. Hence, Cu(d10) or
Pt(d9) with a greater filled d-shell yields a weaker bonding to h-
BN compared to Ru(d7). Moreover, a commensurate layer of h-
BN can only be grown on substrate with close lattice matching
to h-BN. For Ru and Rh surfaces with a large lattice mismatch
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and strong bonding with h-BN, the resulting h-BN topology
becomes highly corrugated (∼1.5 Å) and periodic “nanomesh”
structures with moire ́ pores (lower parts) and wires (elevated
parts) are formed.20 The moire ́ periodicity is determined by the
lattice matching condition: nBN × aBN = nM × aM, where nBN
(nM) is the number of unit cell repetitions of h-BN (metal),
while aBN (aM) is the corresponding lattice constant.28

Therefore, h-BN nanomesh unit cells coincide with a 12 ×
12 unit cell for Ru and Pt and 9 × 9 for Pt. The relationship
between the moire ́ periodicity and the defect formation during
growth remains largely unexplored. There is also a lack of
atomistic insight on the formation of vacancies and grain
boundaries and the non-equilibrium conditions associated with
it. To this end, we carried out a systematic STM study of the
nucleation of h-BN on the Ru(0001) surface with a view
toward understanding the formation of non-equilibrium defects
and how these can be suppressed. We discover that the
presence of elemental polarity in h-BN gives rise to special
alignment of growth clusters not seen in graphene and that the
interactions with the metal substrate have fundamental effects
on the defect growth. This poses potentially greater challenge
to synthesize defect-free h-BN film by CVD on certain
substrates.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. The experiments were performed in an

ultrahigh-vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 2 × 10−10 mbar.
The Ru(0001) surface was carefully cleaned using repeated cycles of
argon ion sputtering at room temperature p(Ar) = 2 × 10−5 mbar, 1.0
keV, followed by annealing in an O2 partial pressure of 2 × 10−7 mbar
at 1000 K, then flashing annealing to 1600 K. Single-layer h-BN islands
were grown on the Ru(0001) by thermal decomposition of vaporized
borazine at a partial pressure of 5 × 10−8 mbar. After growth, the
sample was transferred into the main chamber and characterized by a
SPECS STM 150 Aarhus unit with the Nanonis (SPECS) SPM
control system.
Simulation Methods.We performed the density functional theory

(DFT) calculations using the SIESTA package.29 The electronic
relaxation was terminated when the energy difference is <0.1 meV.
The local density approximation was used for the exchange−
correlation functional. Troullier−Martins pseudopotentials were used
to describe the interactions due to ions and core electrons.30 The mesh
cutoff is 250 Ry. We used double-ζ with polarization (DZP) atomic
basis functions for B, N, and bulk Ru atoms, while Ru atoms at the
surface had additional f polarization orbitals. We added 5s DZP
“floating orbitals” above the Ru surface to better describe the decay of
the wave functions into the vacuum at the surface, which results in a
better match between the experimental and calculated surface
energies31 (see Supporting Information (SI) for details).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Magic Clusters during Initial Growth. To observe the

initial stages of nucleation of h-BN islands, we exposed a clean
Ru(0001) surface to a low dosage of borazine [9.6 Langmuir
(L)] with the substrate heated to 700 K. STM images show that
Ru surface becomes uniformly decorated with triangular h-BN
clusters, as shown in Figure 1a,b. Our DFT calculation shows
the N-terminated edge in h-BN islands adsorbed on Ru is
energetically more favorable compared to B-terminated edge.
The formation energy of N-terminated three-ring h-BN cluster
on Ru is lower in energy than the B-terminated one by 1.87 eV
(Figure S1). The consequence of this is a symmetry reduction
of the h-BN islands such that they manifest almost entirely as
triangular clusters, in contrast to the growth of high-symmetry
hexagonal graphene islands in the initial stages of CVD.32−35

Figure 1b shows the magnified STM image of homogeneously
sized magic clusters with lateral size of 1.5 nm, which act as the
basic building block for the bigger clusters (4 nm base width)
shown in Figure 1d,e. One triangular h-BN cluster at the initial
stage of growth is highlighted in Figure 1c. Its center region
appears darker compared to the corner areas due to its stronger
interaction with the substrate, which gives rise to a “bowl-like”
adsorption configuration. It is highly likely that the edge atoms
are passivated with hydrogen (inset of Figure 1c). The presence
of hydrogen atoms in the initial stage of growth of h-BN has
also been proposed in a previous report.23 A recent study of h-
BN grown on Ir(111) also revealed that dehydrogenation of
borazine is observed at temperatures higher than 250 K and
complete desorption of hydrogen species extends up to 900
K.19

Figure 1d displays the growth of larger-sized clusters after
exposing Ru to 9.6 L borazine gas at 800 K. The majority of the
islands observed here are ∼4 nm in size (circled in Figure 1d).
These clusters are formed by the coalescence of three 1.5 nm
bowl-like h-BN clusters which inadvertently trap a triangular
void in the center region, as magnified in Figure 1e. The height
profile in the inset of Figure 1e clearly reveals that the edge of
bowl is 0.4 Å higher than the center region of the bowl. This
topographic structure is reminiscent of the moire ́ “pore” and
“wire” structure imaged in h-BN nanomesh on Ru(0001).
Upon heating to 900 K, the topographic contrast of h-BN
clusters is reversed, and the center region becomes brighter
than the edge (Figure 1f), and the center region is now 0.5 Å
higher than the edge (inset of Figure 1f) from height profile
analysis. This can be rationalized by the desorption of the edge
hydrogen atoms at high temperature, thus allowing the edge
atoms to couple to the Ru substrate. At a heating temperature
of 900 K, the triangle voids in h-BN were repaired due to a
move toward thermal equilibrium. These suggest that small h-

Figure 1. STM images of the initial stages of nucleation of h-BN
clusters at different temperatures. (a) The Ru(0001) surface is imaged
directly after exposure to 9.6 L borazine gas at 700 K. (b)
Homogeneously sized h-BN “magic clusters” (1.5 nm). (c) 3D STM
image of triangular BN clusters with the proposed structure in the
inset of (c). (d) Same exposure to borazine but heated to 800 K (4 ×
10−8 mbar, 4 min). (e) Magnified view of 5 nm sized triangular BN
islands circled in (d). Inset: height profile recorded along the line in
(e) shows the edge of triangle islands is 0.4 Å higher than that of the
center, which indicates the edge of h-BN islands are terminated with
hydrogen. (f) Sample (d) was heated at 900 K to remove edge
hydrogen atoms and height profiles show that the center of island is
now higher than edge. Characteristic moire ́ superstructures are due to
the coupling of h-BN with Ru substrate.
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BN islands are able to reconstruct around well-defined
geometrical voids at elevated temperature.
Shape and Alignment of Larger Domain. The

formation of compact islands without voids is one of the
prerequisites for growing high-quality films. Compact h-BN
islands exhibiting well-defined moire ́ “nanomesh” structures can
be synthesized at temperatures >950 K. STM images in Figure
2a show the growth of compact h-BN islands with lateral sizes

ranging from 10 to 50 nm after exposure of Ru to 5 L borazine
gas at 950 K. Most of the h-BN islands are triangular, while the
rest show truncated triangular shape (with three long and three
short edges). Intriguingly, the orientations of these triangular
islands are rotated 60° between adjacent steps (Figures 2a and
S2), giving rise to antiparallel domains which alternate across
the steps. To explain the alternating geometry of these islands
between adjacent steps, we have to look at the atomistic model
of the adsorption of h-BN islands on the hexagonal closed
packed (hcp) Ru(0001) surface. Due to the fact that h-BN has
elemental polarity, special atom−substrate interaction can
dictate the orientation of the triangular islands. Depending on
the local bonding environment of the Ru atoms with N and B
atoms, the unit cells of h-BN can be divided into regions with
different coordination with the metal substrate. As shown in the
schematic of Figure 2b, the notation of NtopBhcp and NtopBfcc
refer to the regions where B atoms sit in hcp hollow sites or
face centered cubic (fcc) hollow sites, respectively, with N
atoms sitting directly on top of Ru atoms. For infinite h-BN on
transition metals, the N atoms preferentially sit directly on top
on a Ru atom due to the strong hybridization of the N lone pair
with Ru d states. To compare the energy difference between h-
BN clusters in the NtopBfcc or NtopBhcp configurations on
Ru(0001), we investigate the adsorption energies of one-,
three-, and six-ring h-BN clusters on Ru(0001) hexagonal
supercells with lateral size of 10.66, 13.33, and 15.99 Å,
respectively. Our DFT results show that NtopBfcc is the most
stable binding configuration and the energy difference between
NtopBfcc (fcc domain) and NtopBhcp (hcp domain) is ∼40 meV/
B atom, independent of the cluster size (see SI for details). In
order to adopt the energetically favorable NtopBfcc absorption
configuration exclusively, all the triangular islands become
aligned in the same direction on one terrace. However, it is

necessary for the h-BN triangles to rotate 60° consecutively
between adjacent terraces to accommodate the alternating
ABAB packing of the hcp Ru stepped surface, thus giving rise to
the antiparallel arrangement of the h-BN islands observed in
Figure 2. On Cu or Ni substrate, the most stable binding
configuration adopted by the h-BN islands is also the fcc
(NtopBfcc) type. However, all the fcc domains are parallel-
aligned on the same or adjacent terraces due to the fcc packed
crystal structure. In addition, the energy difference between hcp
and fcc domains is significantly reduced due to the weak
interfacial bonding (∼9.2 meV/B atom for Ni), this will result
in a higher percentage of hcp domain on Ni(111) or Cu(111)
surfaces, compared to that on Ru(0001).

Void Defects and Fault Lines. Figure 3a−c documents
the merging of the islands and the generation of voids when the

islands meet. The merging of three BN islands to form a
triangular void is also documented in the magnified STM
images in Figure 3 d,e. In most cases, the triangular voids have
60° angles generated by the merging of parallel-aligned
triangular islands. However, some of angles are distorted
from 60° due to a slight misfit induced by nonparallel
alignment of merging triangles. The majority of triangular
holes (∼95%) can be filled by increasing the dosage of
borazine. However, ∼5% of the holes cannot be annealed
regardless of the amount of borazine introduced (Figure 3c),
presumably due to the large lattice distortion in the corner of
triangle voids where different h-BN islands merge. Incorpo-
ration of nitrogen and boron adatoms in the corners and the
edges of voids are likely discouraged by the high edge free
energy that will be generated consequently.
Fault lines, a type of grain boundary defect, occur wherever

misregistry between two growth nuclei prevents their coherent
merging at the growth front. On the same terrace, the
probability for two distinct fcc domains to merge coherently is
low as there are 144 unique adsorption configurations for each
nanomesh unit cell, which covers 12 × 12 unit cells of the
Ru(0001) surface. Therefore, for substrate with a smaller moire ́
unit cell, like Pt (9 × 9), the chance for two fcc h-BN domains
to merge coherently will be increased to 1/81. Although copper

Figure 2. (a) Derivative STM image of antiparallel triangular h-BN
islands grown on adjacent terraces after exposoure 5 L borazine at 950
K. (b) Scheme shows the NtopBfcc and NtopBhcp adsorption
configurations. Light- and dark-gray balls represent Ru atoms in the
top and second layers, respectively.

Figure 3. STM images of Ru(0001) surface after exposure to different
amounts of borazine (a), 5 L (b) 10 L, (c) 30 L at 950 K. (d) The
coalescence of triangular islands results in triangle voids as illustrated
in (f). (e) Magnified view in (b) to show triangle voids in h-BN film.
The majority of triangle voids can be repaired by dosing additional
borazine. However, ∼5% triangular voids cannot be sintered, due to
significant lattice mismatch.
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is considered as a good lattice-matched substrate with h-BN, it
has been reported that different misalignments between h-BN
and copper substrate generates 13 different moire ́ patterns with
periodicities ranging from 5 to 14 nm.36 Hence, the possibility
to have the translational misfit when two fcc domains merge on
copper is expected to be high. In almost all cases for the growth
of h-BN on Ru, distorted BN networks will be formed at the
boundaries of fcc−fcc domains with the subsequent generation
of tensile strain in the grain boundaries (Figures 4d−f and 5c).

In addition, a non-bonded interface occurs when growth fronts
that are terminated by the same atoms, i.e., N atoms, encounter
each other. This can happen when the N-terminated edge in
island A (fcc domains) encounters the N-terminated edge in
island B (hcp domains) (Figure 4c,f, illustrated in Figure 5d).
This situation can arise when the thermal barrier between the
fcc and hcp domains is overcome by thermal energy (Figure
S3).
As mentioned, the smaller energy difference between fcc and

hcp domains on Cu or Ni substrate gives rise to a large fraction
of coexisting poly domains at higher growth temperature, which
will result in a higher density of non-bonded defects when these
mismatched domains merge. Since a higher growth temperature
is generally needed to allow other forms of defects to be
annealed out, the suppression of poly domains by lowering the
density of islands, controlled by lowering the growth flux,
should be a viable strategy to reduce the density of non-bonded
defects in low-pressure CVD growth process. Figure 4f reveals
the presence of line defects and multivacancies (<1 nm) in h-
BN film caused by the merging of misoriented domains. The
majority of these fault lines are due to the misregistry of the h-
BN islands because of translational misalignment or twist angles
between the domains. For example, as shown in Figure 4d, the
two edges along the defective lines are separated by 3.5 Å,
which is out of range of N−N or B−N bonding. Figure 4e
shows a distorted h-BN lattice at the interface where moire ́
wires of one domain encounter moire ́ wires of another domain
(Figure 4d). Such distorted boundaries can arise in two
situations: sliding misfit in the direction parallel to the edges

between two fcc domains (I in Figure 5c) or sliding misfit in
the direction perpendicular to the edges between the N-
terminated edge and B-terminated tip (II in Figure 5c).

Step Flow Growth. Due to the misregistry in individually
nucleated BN islands, high-quality h-BN film cannot be grown
by the coalescence of discrete h-BN islands. In addition, misfit
boundaries will be formed when fcc domains in the upper
terrace meet fcc domains on the bottom terrace due to
misregistry (N-edge facing N-edge, Figure 5b). This suggests
that suppression of nucleation density is needed to improve the
film quality. The size of a single crystal h-BN domain will be
constrained by the width of the terraces if h-BN film cannot
grow over the step edges. One earlier study concluded that h-
BN cannot flow continuously across steps on Ru(0001).26

However, a recent LEEM study reveals that h-BN film shows
carpet-like edge flow across substrate edges.27 Evidence at the
atomic level is needed to resolve this issue. Here, we observed
that step flow growth is possible as shown in Figure 6a−d when
the nucleation density is low. Atomically resolved STM images
show that defect-free h-BN lattice covers Ru step edges (Figure
6d,h) continuously. At the step edges, the h-BN moire ́ pores
and wires at the upper and bottom terraces are connected
(Figure 6d) seamlessly, which is consistent with the atomic
model for the h-BN film aligning with Ru(0001) surface in
<112 ̅0> directions (Figure 6g).
There are two directions (uphill: going up the steps and

downhill: going down the steps) for the step flow of h-BN

Figure 4. STM images of misfit boundaries in merged h-BN islands.
(a) Ru(0001) surface dosed with 30 L borazine at 900 K. (b)
Magnified view of the square region in (a) showing fault lines and
voids. (c) Fault lines crossing moire ́ lattice with the detailed atomic
structure shown in (d). (e) Distorted h-BN lattice in the boundaries of
two fcc h-BN domains merging on the same terrace. (f) Coalescence
of 180° misorientated islands terminated by like atoms produces non-
bonded interface.

Figure 5. (a) Illustration showing one precise nucleation site out of
144 possibilities for a h-BN island to merge coherently with a second
pre-exsiting island. Inset: only when islands nucleate at the center of
the moire ́ pore (dark-blue regions) can they merge coherently. (b)
Non-bonded interface is formed between two fcc domains on the
adjacent terraces. (c) Distorted h-BN lattice at the interface where
different fcc domains merge on the same terrace. I: sliding dislocation
induced tilted h-BN lattice; II: strained h-BN lattice due to
mismatched space between N-terminated edge and B-terminated tip;
and III: h-BN islands merging coherently. (d) Non-bonded interface at
the boundary between hcp and fcc domains on the same terrace.
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across steps. It is believed that step flow in the downhill
directions is energetically favorable due to a lower activation
energy barrier. However, we have also imaged the step flow of
h-BN in the uphill directions (Figure S4). The climb initiates
from the moire ́ wires bridging between the kinks. Hence, the
lift-up in the growth front facilitate the step flow in the uphill
direction as observed in Figure S4. It is clear that lowering the
density of nucleation is crucial for the formation of high-quality
h-BN film on Ru(0001). Based on the classical nucleation
theory, the density of nuclei should be a function of the ratio
between the deposition flux F and the surface diffusion
coefficient D. If the deposition rate is slower than diffusion
rate, the adsorbed B or N species have sufficient time to diffuse
to and enlarge the growing islands instead of forming new
nucleation sites. When the individual island expands and meets
the step edges, further growth will result in step flow mode. In
addition, a high temperature is needed to provide sufficient
energy for the small clusters to dissociate and join the large
islands by Ostwald ripening process.37 Therefore, applying a
high-temperature growth route to facilitate diffusion while using
a low dosage of borazine to suppress nucleation is necessary to
promote the step flow mode. A similar strategy had been
utilized to sythesize large-area single-crystal graphene by low-
pressure CVD.38,39 This is verified by performing the growth of
h-BN at 1100−1200 K with a low partial pressure of borazine at
2 × 10−8 mbar. As shown in Figure 6e, step-flow growth of h-
BN across several steps produces single crystal h-BN domain
on Ru(0001) (Figure 6f).

■ CONCLUSION

In summary, the defect formation process during the growth of
h-BN monolayer on Ru has been studied systematically from
the initial assembly of h-BN triangular clusters to the merging
of domains to form mosaic-like films. Our results show that
when the nucleation density is high, it is very difficult to form
defect-free films because of the intrinsic mismatch between
individual h-BN domains on the same terrace as well as
between adjacent terraces. Due to the elemental polarity of B
and N as well as the large periodicity of the moire ́

superstructure, the probability for edge-to-edge merging
without translational misfit is very low, even when rotational
misfit is reduced by the parallel alignment of h-BN triangles on
the same terrace. Merging of antiparallel islands across steps or
on the same terrace result in a non-bonded fault line, which is a
rather unique defect in h-BN when compared to graphene. One
strategy to suppress misfit boundaries is to suppress nucleation
density during growth, which allows for the step flow growth of
h-BN to form large-sized single-crystal domain.
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